This study is initiated to examine the feasibility of providing multimedia mail, in particular video mail, on the existing World-Wide-Web platform. In this instance, the Web browser will act as the user agent of the mailing system. With this, users will be able to compose, send and read video mail directly on the Web. This paper examines a number of possible system architectures that can be employed for the development of Video Mail. Based on the following key issues: portability of system, flexibility of system, Internet standard support, security and authentication, and message compression and storage, a final architecture was selected to build Video Mail. The approach taken is that the system will be interfaced to the Web using a standard HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) server and a standard Web browser. This is achieved through the use of Common Gateway Interface (CGI) programs and forms which reside in a standard HTTP server to provide the functionality of video mail, and a separate mail server for the storage and management of messages. This will cause the HTTP server to behave as if it is an electronic mail system. Video Mail has been successfully implemented at the School of Applied Science, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. The development work has been carried out on a Sun SPARC5 workstation and the Typhoon relational database system was used to construct the mail server. All software codes were written in C or C++. A video capturing application used in conjunction with a SunVideo card has been developed for video and audio recording. The paper also addresses implementation issues pertaining to the use of CGI programs, mail server development, and video and audio management.
Introduction
Internet has gained widespread popularity with the advent of the World- Gopher and so on have also become more accessible and more widely used.
InternetAE s Web-based electronic mailing is still confined to ASCII-text only mail today. With the popularity of the World-Wide-Web and its ability to manipulate multimedia information, there is a widespread interest in combining the functionality of the Web with that of electronic mail.
This study is initiated to examine the feasibility of developing an integrated multimedia mail system (in particular video mail) on the existing World-Wide-Web platform.
In this instance, the Web browser will act as the user agent of the mailing system. With this, users will be able to compose, send and read video mail directly on the Web. The World Wide Web is a wide area hypermedia information retrieval initiative aimed to
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give universal access to a large universe of documents. It is organized as a set of HyperText
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [10] servers designed specially for rapid distribution of 3 hypermedia documents as shown in Figure 1 . HTTP connections over the Internet are implemented using the TCP/IP [11] protocol. When a user wants to access the Web, a Web browser program (such as Mosaic, Netscape, or Internet Explorer) must be activated at the client machine. The browser will access the user-defined web site through the Internet. A web server at that web site will retrieve the information requested.
The information is then transmitted back to the browser for display to the user. The documents retrieved can contain hyperlinks that point to other nodes. Nodes can take the form of another section of the same document or to another new document. When a hyperlink is activated (usually by clicking the mouse button), the system extracts its destination node and loads the corresponding document as the current document. Users navigate around the hyperspace by moving from link to link, or by specifying direct links. The capabilities of a Web server can be extended by allowing developers to develop their own set of server-specific Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Common
Gateway Interface (CGI) [16] , the Internet standard interface for invoking server-based scripts or compiled programs at the requests of clients is currently the most common way of providing clients interactive and dynamic content and make the browser come aealiveAE . CGI programs are special in that they do not receive their arguments from the command line but from special variables known as CGI variables that are generally passed to the program as environment variables.
Related Work
This section examines a number of categories of related work starting with multimedia mail developments. Subsequently, it examines existing Web browsers that provide mailing capabilities and eventually systems that can deliver real time multimedia functionality on the Web.
Recent multimedia research efforts have resulted in the slow emergence of multimedia mail systems as a viable enhancement and replacement of the traditional ASCIItext only mail. However, many of existing multimedia mail systems such as Andrew
Message system [4] , Diamond system [5] , Montage System [6] , Microsoft/MSMail [7] and NeXT/MediaView [8] are homogeneous systems which require the same make of computers to be used in order to exploit multimedia capabilities. They are proprietary in nature and have been successful in small local user communities. A prototype of a new generation of multimedia mail system, MEMail [9] , has been developed by the authors which can function over an heterogeneous environment.
MEmail is a client-server based system that allows email users to store, manage, retrieve and exchange multimedia messages (which can comprise text, graphics, images, video and audio). MEmail makes use of mail and media servers and object-oriented databases to process, store and manage the different forms of media data. It uses MIME [17] and SMTP [18] for the mail format and mail transport respectively. A production rule-based system allows users to filter incoming messages and keep only the ôrelevantö messages. It contains a query and retrieval capability for managing kept messages. The reader can refer to [9] for a complete description of the MEmail system. This system has provided important considerations that have been factored in the design of Video Mail.
Currently, one of the best well-known and used Web browsers, Netscape Navigator 2.0 [2] exhibits ASCII text-only mail capability to allow users to exchange electronic text messages. In this system, the browser is initially used to view Web pages. When mailing is required, the browser will activate its built-in mail reader for mail composition. When ready to be delivered, it will communicate with an Internet mail server using an Internet mail protocol (SMTP/POP3 [19] ). This means that users will be able to exchange messages on many existing Internet mail servers. It supports hyper-links within mail messages so that the sender is able to include links to Web pages in the message. This adds a whole dimension to the way electronic messages behave. Being a text-based mail facility has inhibited it from including multimedia in the message. Inclusion of multimedia is currently achieved through the use of attachments. In order to process the attached media, it must first be extracted, stored and subsequently read with an appropriate reader.
Vosiac, or Video Mosaic [20] , is a Web browser that incorporates real time video and 
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Key Issues in System Design
This work aims to extend the current World-Wide-Web architecture to incorporate integrated electronic mailing with multimedia capability (video, in particular) with the consideration of the following key issues:
Portability of system. As the Internet is a heterogeneous environment that interconnects a wide range of computer platforms, the system designed should be able to cater this heterogeneity and be adaptable to as many platforms as possible Flexibility of system. The World-Wide-Web is a rapidly moving environment with new tools and standards which are continuously evolving [22] (for example, Java, JavaScript, Secure HTTP through Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), LiveMedia, Live3D, Virtual Reality
Modeling Language (VRML), and so on). The new system should be easily modifiable to cater for future technological changes.
Internet standard support. The frenetic growth of the Internet and related applications owe a large part to open Internet standards. At such, there is a need for the system to be designed to follow closely to these existing standards to ensure interoperability.
Security and Authentication.
As in all electronic mail systems, security and authentication is necessary to ensure that mail is secure and that it reaches the recipients safely. HTTP, which is a connectionless protocol, poses a special problem since there is difficulty determining who are the legitimate users. For this reason, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) has been developed to support commercial and sensitive transactions. In addition, HTTP does provide mechanisms to protect the accessibility of documents to users.
Message Compression and Storage.
As the system has to handle video information that requires substantial storage of its image and audio data, some form of data compression and efficient storage and management of these messages is necessary.
System Architecture
A number of different system architectures which allow the extension of the current Web system to incorporate Video Mail were derived and gauged along the various issues identified in the previous section. A final system architecture was chosen based on the analysis on the key issues and the authorsAE experience in developing MEmail. The first design as shown in Figure 2 adopts an integrated approach to combine the mail server which is responsible for mail storage, and incoming and outgoing mail processing together with the Web server as one complete unit. The standard SMTP protocol is used for inter-server communication. The advantage of this design is the combination of both functionalities into a single service. This means that there would not be a need to create a series of CGI programs but a larger program that resides on the server. From the system administratorAE s viewpoint, building the system this way is cleaner and more well-defined as there is the need to deal with one single program rather then a number of CGI programs. In addition, designing the system this way means that additional programs can be interfaced directly to the server without following the CGI protocol. This can result in the more efficient use of resources.
However, the design does have its disadvantages. This design does not exhibit much flexibility in the system. If changes are to be made, the whole system have to be recompiled again. Without the CGI support, the system cannot be used for other purposes without knowledge on how the server was written. For example, if there was a need to include a 8 newsgroup capability to the system, the developer will have to understand how the system was written before embarking into designing and incorporating the new capability. Another inherent difficulty is the nature of the HTTP protocol that is connectionless in nature while an electronic mail system is a connection-oriented system. 
As in the first design, the second design also suffers from inflexibility. It introduces a new protocol that does not conform to any standard as yet. This is likely to result in usersAE buy-in and interoperability problems. At such, it may encounter difficulties in communicating with other electronic mail systems unless a gateway is used. In addition, both designs require the implementation of user authentication and security features that are complex issues by themselves.
HTTPD server The final design of Video Mail, which was eventually adopted, divides the architecture into two sections as shown in Figure 4 . The upper section deals with the interaction between the client and the server while the lower section deals with inter-server communication. The upper section deals with how the user interacts with the system to 10 retrieve a mail. The approach taken is that the system will be interfaced to the Web using a standard HTTP server and a standard Web browser. Residing in the HTTP server is a set of CGI programs that will link the HTTP server to the mail server and cause the HTTP server to behave as if it is an electronic mail system. On the client machine, there will be an external program to act as a mail reader to view the video.
The lower section shows how the mail server interacts with other mail servers on the Internet. The design is basically the same as a standard Internet electronic mail system. In such a system, the functionality of the mail server is to store and transfer messages. The difference between this and other mailing systems is that it interacts with the user agent via a set of CGI programs.
This architecture exhibits portability and flexibility by allowing existing systems (Web servers and browsers) to be used without any modifications. It conforms to Internet standards thereby allowing the seamless exchange of messages between other SMTP servers.
The system is modular as changes to the system are confined to the affected CGI programs.
As the HTTP server is linked to the mail server by a set of CGI programs, it becomes extensible and adaptable to any Web browsers. In addition, new CGI programs can be written to add functionality to the system. Since the system is based on standard HTTP protocols, it can make use of its existing built-in authentication and security features directly in Video Mail.
This final design is not without drawbacks. In order to overcome the connectionless nature of the HTTP protocol, a fixed set of pre-defined CGI programs must be executed in order to handle and keep track of usersAE actions. If one of these CGI programs is missing or wrongly placed, the system will not be able to function. In addition, the system is more difficult to maintain due to the large number of small CGI programs in the system.
Functional Components
A first working prototype Video Mail based on the final design architecture has been successfully implemented at the School of Applied Science, Nanyang Technological University. The home page of Video Mail is shown in Figure 5 . The development work has been carried out on a Sun SPARC5 workstation and the Typhoon relational database system
[23] was used in the construction of the mail server. All software codes were written in C or C++. A video capturing application used in conjunction with a SunVideo card is developed for recording the video and audio inputs. Mail Reader. This is used for message management and browsing. As in folder management, navigation around mail messages is achieved through hyperlinks. HTML commands can be embedded in messages so that they can in turn contain hyperlinks pointing 12 to other Web pages and sites. A separate icon is used to denote the presence of a video clip in the mail. Clicking on this button will activate an external viewer program at the client machine to view the video clip. Facilities for replying and deleting existing messages are supported. Figure 6 shows the mail reader for browsing messages and viewing video.
Figure 6. Mail Reader
Mail Authoring. This is used for message composition and delivery. A CGI-form is displayed for the user to input the message content. HTML commands can be included as part of the message. A checkbox is provided for the user to attach a video clip together with the message. The video clip must first be created, if it does not already exist, using a video capturing system. When a message is ready to be sent, the mail server will check for the existence of a video attachment and corresponding transfer the video from the client machine to the mail server, carry out the necessary processing and route the complete message to its destination. Images can be inserted into the mail body through the use of hyperlinks. This 13 implies that the user would have access to some Web server to store these images before it can be used. This follows HTML conventions for inserting images in HTML documents.
General Utilities.
A change password utility exists for password management and an address book utility exists and acts as a personalized address book for users to store a list of their most-commonly used email addresses.
Implementation Issues
CGI Programs. In the use of CGI programs in Video Mail, the important consideration is the order in which these programs are presented to the user such that it behaves as a single integrated program. As an illustration, consider the situation of the user logging into the system and sending an electronic mail as shown in Figure 7 . In this figure, the shadowed- 5 : A f t e r s e n d i n g t h e mail, Root is a g a i n activ ated to p r e s e n t t h e main menu
Figure 7. Logging in Video Mail to Send an Email
When a user first logs in to the system, the HTTP server will activate a CGI program (say Root) which will present the user with a list of options of the system. These options are hyperlinks that point to other programs or pages. When the user selects the SendMail option, it activates a CGI-form for the user to enter the text message and optionally, attach a video.
When the Submit option is chosen at the end of mail composition, it activates the SendMail 14 program to transfer the message to the mail server. It subsequently activates Root to present the user with a list of options again.
Therefore, in the design of the CGI programs, there is a need to identify the sequence of actions that can take place and derive the state-diagrams of these actions. With these identified and the various outcomes known, it becomes a matter of defining the various CGI programs to carry out the various tasks.
Mail Server. The mail server as shown in Figure 8 folder and inserts the corresponding data into the mail storage. Outgoing messages, depending on internal or external recipients, are automatically routed to the receive folder or sent out directly using SMTP respectively. All outgoing external messages conform to the MIME format. In addition, the daemon also processes all incoming messages via SMTP and stores them into the Receive Folder area.
This mail server architecture is flexible and allows extensibility to support other standard Internet mail servers using SMTP/POP3
protocols. In this instance, the daemon must be extended to support the POP3 protocol to download messages to the video mail server. [25] ). The choice for this pattern is aimed at seeking an optimal trade-off between the amount of compression and the granularity of random access points. A larger number of B and P-frames will result in better compression ratios while the number of I-frames determines the number of random access points. The I frame is needed by all P and B frames in order to be decoded. This frame sequence will allow for more gradual degradation of the playback in case of insufficient resources (such as bandwidth or computation powers). Audio is captured at the lowest rate allowed by MPEG-1 of 32 kHz in order to reduce bandwidth requirement of the mail.
These two streams are passed to the MPEG-1 system encoder which will process the streams to determine the Presentation Time-stamps (PTS) and Decoding Time-stamps (DTS).
The system time-clock (STC) and the buffers required to decode the streams (STD) are also obtained. Following this, the STC is sampled to get the system clock reference (SCR) values.
Finally all information are encoded into a system stream (file) together with the multiplexed audio and video streams in accordance to the MPEG-1 system format. This stream is the final form used for transmission. Figure 11 . Video Playback Process Figure 11 shows the reverse process of playing back a MPEG-1 system stream via a decoder. In the decoder, the various streams are buffered for handing over to the respective stream decoders. The PTS and DTS are extracted. The PTS is compared with the reconstructed STC to determine the time to pass the buffer over to the individual MPEG stream player. Finally, the audio and video streams are decoded and played back on the speaker and monitor respectively.
Conclusions
